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Recently for the past few months you have been facing this unusual problem of being unable to
send mails to desired addresses. The problem, which may seem trivial initially, turns out to be
massive later. You may come across kan ikke sende mail while working over the internet. Mail
sending errors show reports that vary in different ways.  SMTP errors often hinder mail sending
process, which results in massive issues especially when you have business to deal with.

Kan ikke sende mail- a possible solution for it

If you are working with email clients like Thunderbird and Outlook, you might come across email
sending issues. Your firewall protection can be a possible treat to the TDC SMTP server you are
working with. While installing the antivirus system you must first see to it that whether the installing
standards are preventing your system to connect to the internet. Moreover, you have to look into
whether such standards are executable for the latest version of your email client. Firewall protection
often comes along with threat level. The fundamental issue arises when it comes to sending the
mail.

Kan ikke sende mail is common when port 25 is blocked by an antivirus program; this is because it
prevents emailing worms from functioning properly. If you recently configured Thunderbirdâ€™s mot
recent version, you need to check out if your antivirus program is preventing it from working
properly.  A few back we found ISP companies installing mail filtering systems before the mails
reach destined TDC SMTP server. These filters helped sieve the errors in emails in course of which
faulty emails didnâ€™t reach emailing server.

Sometimes kan ikke sende mail crops up when your mail contains this specific word â€œgeocitesâ€• in the
attachment. You also have to ensure that your email client is in the online mode. Sending a mail
when the client is in its offline mode would land your mail in the Unsent folder. You also need to
verify your TDC SMTP service provider when you are unable to send emails. You need to find out if
the settings of your ISP provider match with your Thunderbird set up. Problems with kan ikke sense
mail may arise when the upgraded version of your email client has the â€œCheck and Sendâ€• option
disabled; also see to it that if an Anti spam tool doesnâ€™t disappear. Thunderbird refuses to send
emails when such a problem arises.
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